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Agenda

• The law – general & specific duties

• Reverse burden of proof

• Risk & reasonable practicability

• Individual liability

• HSE approach & powers

• Sentencing Guidelines



My background

• Law LLB (Hons) and LPC

• Training contract – DLA Piper

• 2004 – a qualified “Regulatory” solicitor

• 2004-08 – legally aided VHCCs

• 2008-19 – a Pinsent Masons “Regulatory” solicitor 

• NEBOSH General Certificate

• IOSH approved trainer

• Contentious / non-contentious split





The basics



Corporate H&S duties & liabilities



HSWA 1974



Risk & foreseeability

• “Risk” means exposure to a possibility of danger

– R v Board of Trustees of Science Museum [1993]

• Material risk - not trivial or fanciful

– R v Chargot Limited [2007]

• Material risk - not incidence of daily life

– R v JGJ Porter [2008]

• Causation is not an ingredient of the offence

– R v EGS Ltd [2009]



Risk & foreseeability continued…

• Foreseeability of danger is relevant to reasonable 

practicability

– R v HTM Ltd [2006]

– Baker v Quantum Clothing [2011]

• Foreseeability of risk (danger) is relevant to materiality

• Foreseeability of the accident is not relevant

• The duty is to think about risks which are not obvious

– Tangerine and Veolia [2011]



Reasonable practicability

• Edwards V National Coal Board [1949]

– a computation between quantum of 

risk on one scale, and the measures

required to avert the risk (in money, time

or trouble)

• s.40 HSWA - the burden is on the defendant to prove 

that it was not reasonably practicable to do more than 

was in fact done

– Standard of proof – ‘on balance of probabilities’

– Davies (Janway) [2003] – compatible with art.6 ECHR



Criminal liability for careless employees?

• R v Gateway Foodmarkets (1997)

– Test is RP steps by the Co. or on its behalf

• R v Nelson Group Services (Maintenance) [1999]

– Isolated act of negligence did not render the Co. liable

• R v HTM [2006]

– Co. was allowed to adduce evidence of its employees’ 

negligence in seeking to establish all R.P steps

• R v Polyflor Ltd [2014]

– (gross) carelessness of an employee is a material risk for the Co. 

to guard against by taking all R.P steps 



s.3 HSWA – Associated Octel [1996]

• Ass. Octel operated a chemical plant.  Contractor was 

engaged to repair tank lining. Acetone vapour exploded

• The Co. was prosecuted under s.3 HSWA

• Defence = RGP was a bona fide subcontractor.  

Planning and managing the work was part of its 

‘undertaking’ and not under the control of Ass. Octel

• HoL upheld the conviction:

– What constitutes the ‘undertaking’ is a question of fact

– Does not depend on use of employees or contractors

– If the work is within the employer’s undertaking, the 

s.3 duty is owed



H&S Regulations

• Management of Health & Safety at Work Regs 1999

• Provision and Use of Work Equipment Regs 1998

• Control of Substances Hazardous to Health 2002

• RIDDOR 2013

• Construction (Design & Management) Regs 2015

• Control of Asbestos Regs 2012

• Work at Height Regs 2005

– ACOPs and guidance



Corporate Manslaughter

• 34 total cases brought

– 29 in England and Wales

– 0 in Scotland

– 5 in Northern Ireland

• 26 convictions

– 17 after guilty plea

– 9 after trial

• 8 acquittals

• Largest fine: £1.2m Martinisation (London) Limited



Personal liability



s.7 HSWA 1974 - employees

• Each employee has a duty to:

– take reasonable care for the health and safety of 

himself and of other persons who may be affected by 

his acts or omissions at work; and

– co-operate with the employer re: its H&S duties

• No case law to assist in defining "reasonableness“

• Acc. to the HSE, “where the employer has taken all 

reasonably practicable steps to ensure compliance then 

action against the employee should be considered”





s.37 HSWA – directors & senior managers



s.37 HSWA 1974

• Consent  - have knowledge of the risk and endorse / 

direct it

• Connivance – have knowledge and ignore it

– NB: HoL comments in R v Chargot [2009]

• Neglect – should have been aware (even if they are not) 

and taken action

– R v P Ltd & Another [2007] – “on enquiry”



s.37 in reality

• Approx. 40 prosecutions on average per year 

– Subsidiary company directors

• Those in a position of real authority in business lines / 

subsidiaries are most exposed to prosecution

• Consequences

– Fines

– Imprisonment

– Disqualification

• Examples:

– Kenneth Thewall

– Paul Carney



Gross Negligence Manslaughter

• Sentencing Guidelines

– Applies from 1 November 2018

– Maximum: life imprisonment (range 1 to 18 years)

– Culpability (very high, high, medium and low)

– Harm? All cases inevitably of the utmost seriousness

– Aggravating and mitigating factors



When the Inspector Calls



HSE approach 

• HSE website is a mine of information:

– Enforcement Policy Statement

– HSE Business Plan 2019/20

– Sector plans

• 19 in total

– Health priority plans

• Occupational lung disease

• Musculoskeletal disorders

• Work-related stress



HSE visits

• There are 3 types:

- following accidents

- by appointment

- unannounced

• The Inspector’s objectives are to ensure:

- no ongoing risk to health and safety

- evidence is preserved so root cause can be identified

- evidence is gathered for potential prosecutions

• Your client’s objectives are:

- to co-operate (but not capitulate)

- to ensure individuals know their rights and obligations



Powers of Inspectors

• To direct any part of premises be left undisturbed

- consider signage, re-routing traffic & risk assessment

• To take samples of any articles (plus photos etc)

• To inspect and take copies of documents:

- but not privileged material

- check for other confidential documents

- keep a note of copy documents taken

- do not provide originals (NB: s.20(2)(m))

• To require any person to answer questions 

and sign a declaration of truth



Enforcement Notices

• HM Inspector v Chevron North Sea

• HSE inspection of offshore installation - Prohibition Notice 

served due to corrosion of stairways

– Notice appealed by Chevron

– Supreme Court: “On an appeal the tribunal is not 

limited to considering the material which was or should 

have been available to the inspector. It is entitled to 

take into account all the available evidence relevant to 

the state of affairs at the time of the service of the 

prohibition notice, including information coming to light 

after it was served”



Sentencing in H&S cases





Steps to follow during sentencing

Determine what the offence category is 
(assessing culpability and risk of harm).

Determine what the starting point is (based 
upon the offence category and annual 
turnover in the case of organisations).   

Consider whether there are any further 
features of offence/offender which justify 
adjustment of sentence.

Check whether the proposed fine is 
proportionate to the overall means of the 
offender.  



Sentencing Guidelines – a reminder



Issues relevant to culpability

• High 

– Failing to put in place measures recognised as standards 

in the industry

– Ignoring concerns raised by employees or others

– Failing to make changes after prior incidents

– Allowing breaches to subsist for a long time

• Low

– Significant efforts were made to address risk but 

inadequate on this occasion

– No prior event or warning indicating a risk



Harm Categories



Finances of a linked organisation

• NPS London Limited

– Court of Appeal concluded judge had been wrong to 

treat NPS as a Large organisation

– Just because an offender is a subsidiary is not 

sufficient for the court to take into account the 

resources of a parent or linked organisation

– Resources of linked organisation may still be relevant 

when assessing financial circumstances in the round 

(e.g. where subsidiary can rely on parent for financial 

support in paying a fine)

– Fine reduced to £75,000



Does size matter?

• Very large organisation

• “Where an organisation’s turnover very greatly exceeds 

£50m, it may be necessary to move outside the 

suggested range to achieve a proportionate sentence”

• R v Whirlpool UK [2017]



Impact of the sentencing guidelines?

• Deferred prosecution agreements & settlements don’t 

apply

• More Not Guilty pleas and trials

• Greater negotiation with HSE over Basis of Plea

• More ‘Newton’ hearings

• Greater preparation for sentencing & mitigation hearings

• Considerations around:

– corporate re-structuring

– incorporated joint ventures



Any questions??

Zoe Betts (Senior Associate)

0161 234 8365 | 07917 014 986 

zoe.betts@pinsentmasons.com
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